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Abstract
If each edge (u, v) of a graph G = (V,E) is decorated with a permutation πu,v of k objects, we say
that it has a permuted k-coloring if there is a coloring σ : V → {1, . . . , k} such that σ(v) 6= πu,v(σ(u))
for all (u, v) ∈ E. Based on arguments from statistical physics, we conjecture that the threshold dk for
permuted k-colorability in random graphs G(n,m = dn/2), where the permutations on the edges are
uniformly random, is equal to the threshold for standard graph k-colorability. The additional symmetry
provided by random permutations makes it easier to prove bounds on dk. By applying the second moment
method with these additional symmetries, and applying the first moment method to a random variable
that depends on the number of available colors at each vertex, we bound the threshold within an additive
constant. Specifically, we show that for any constant ε > 0, for sufficiently large k we have
2k ln k − ln k − 2− ε ≤ dk ≤ 2k ln k − ln k − 1 + ε .
In contrast, the best known bounds on dk for standard k-colorability leave an additive gap of about ln k
between the upper and lower bounds.
1 Introduction
We consider random graphs G(n,m) with n vertices and m edges chosen uniformly without replacement.
We give each edge (u, v) an arbitrary orientation, and then associate it with a uniformly random permu-
tation πu,v ∈ Sk, where Sk denotes the group of permutations of k objects. A permuted k-coloring of
this decorated graph is a function σ : V → {1, . . . , k} such that σ(v) 6= πu,v(σ(u)) for all edges (u, v).
For convenience we will sometimes reverse the orientation of an edge, and write πv,u = π
−1
u,v when u and
v are distinct.
We conjecture that there is a sharp threshold for the existence of such a coloring in terms of the
average degree d = 2m/n:
Conjecture 1. For each k ≥ 3 there is a constant dk such that
lim
n→∞
Pr [G(n,m = dn/2) has a permuted k-coloring] =
{
1 d < dk
0 d > dk ,
where the probability space includes both the graph G(n,m) and the set of permutations {πu,v}. More-
over, we conjecture that dk is also the threshold for standard graph k-colorability, which is the special
case where πu,v is the identity permutation for all u, v:
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Conjecture 2. For the same dk as in Conjecture 1,
lim
n→∞
Pr [G(n,m = dn/2) has a standard k-coloring] =
{
1 d < dk
0 d > dk ,
Why might these two thresholds be the same? First note that if G is a tree, we can “unwind” the
permutations on the edges, changing them all to the identity, by permuting the colors at each vertex. For
any set of permutations {πu,v}, this gives a one-to-one map from permuted colorings to standard colorings.
Since sparse random graphs are locally treelike, for almost all vertices v we can do this transformation on
a neighborhood of radius Θ(logn) around v. The effect on v’s neighborhood of the other vertices’ colors
is then the same as it would be in standard graph coloring, except that the colors on the boundary are
randomly permuted.
In particular, suppose we choose a uniformly random coloring of a tree, erase the colors in its interior,
and choose a new uniformly random coloring with the same boundary conditions. The reconstruction
threshold is the degree d above which this new coloring retains a significant amount of information about
the original coloring [8, 21], and it is closely related to the clustering transition [19]. Since we can unwind
the permutations on a tree, permuted k-colorability and standard k-colorability trivially have the same
reconstruction threshold.
For another argument, consider the following alternate way to choose the permutations on the edges.
First choose a uniformly random permutation πu at each vertex u. Then, on each edge (u, v), let
πu,v = π
−1
u πv. (Algebraically, πu,v : E → Sk is the coboundary of πu : V → Sk.) Since c(u) = πu,v(c(v))
if and only if πu(c(v)) = πv(c(v)), a local change of variables again gives a one-to-one map from permuted
colorings to standard ones. Now note that choosing πu,v in this way yields a uniform joint distribution on
any set of edges that does not include a cycle; for instance, on a graph of girth g the πu,v are (g−1)-wise
independent and uniform. Since most loops in a sparse random graph are long, we might hope that this
distribution on the {πu,v} is the same, for all practical purposes, as the uniform distribution.
Finally, perhaps the most convincing argument for Conjecture 2 comes from statistical physics. Using
cavity field equations to analyze the asymptotic behavior of message-passing algorithms such as belief
propagation and survey propagation, we can derive thresholds for satisfiability or colorability [17, 16, 20],
as well as other thresholds such as clustering, condensation, and freezing [23, 13]. However, assuming
that there is an equal density of vertices of each color, the cavity field equations for k-coloring in a
random graph are identical to those for permuted k-coloring [14, 22]: they simply express the fact that
each edge (u, v) forbids u from taking a single color that depends on the color of v.
Thus if the physics picture is correct—and parts of it have been shown rigorously (e.g. [1, 9, 10])—
then colorings and permuted colorings have the same “thermodynamics” on sparse random graphs, and
hence the same thresholds for colorability, as well as for clustering, condensation, and freezing.
Conjecture 2 is attractive because it is easier, given current methods, to prove tight bounds on the
threshold for permuted k-coloring than it is for standard k-coloring. First we recall a simple upper bound.
Let X denote the number of permuted k-colorings. Since the permutations are chosen independently,
the probability that any given coloring σ is proper is (1− 1/k)m. (Indeed, this is true of any multigraph
with m edges.) Thus the expected number of colorings is
E[X] = kn(1− 1/k)m =
[
k(1− 1/k)d/2
]n
. (1)
This is exponentially small if k(1− 1/k)d/2 < 1, in which case X = 0 with high probability by Markov’s
inequality. Thus
dk ≤ 2 ln k− ln(1− 1/k) < 2k ln k − ln k . (2)
Using the second moment method, we will prove a lower bound on dk that is an additive constant
below this upper bound. We also improve the upper bound, using a random variable that depends on the
number of available colors at each vertex. Our results show that, for any constant ε > 0 and k sufficiently
large,
2k ln k − ln k − 2− ε ≤ dk ≤ 2k ln k − ln k − 1 + ε .
In contrast, the best known lower bound on the threshold for standard k-colorability is roughly ln k below
the first moment upper bound.
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To simplify our arguments, we work in a modified random graph model G˜(n,m) where them edges are
chosen uniformly with replacement, and the endpoints of each edge are chosen uniformly with replacement
from the n vertices. As a consequence, both self-loops and multiple edges occur with nonzero probability.
Note that, unlike standard k-colorability, a self-loop at a vertex v does not necessarily render the graph
uncolorable: it simply means that σ(v) cannot be a fixed point of the permutation on the loop, i.e.,
σ(v) 6= πv,v(σ(v)).
However, if πv,v is the identity then coloring is impossible, and this occurs with probability 1/k!.
Similarly, if u and v have k edges between them, then with constant probability the permutations on
these edges make a coloring impossible. As a consequence, the probability that G˜(n,m) with random
permutations has a permuted k-coloring is bounded below 1.
Our bounds proceed by showing that G˜(n,m) is permuted-k-colorable with probability Ω(1) if d is
sufficiently small, and is not permuted-k-colorable with high probability if d is sufficiently large. In the
sparse case m = O(n), G˜(n,m) is simple with probability Ω(1), in which case it coincides with G(n,m).
Thus, assuming that Conjecture 1 is true, these values of d are bounds on the threshold dk for G(n,m).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give our second moment lower bound.
In Section 3 we give our upper bound, which uses a random variable that depends on the number of
available colors. In Section 4, we prove an isoperimetric inequality relevant to this random variable. We
defer the parts of our proofs that are “mere calculus” to Section 5.
2 The second moment lower bound
As in the simple first moment upper bound, let X denote the number of permuted k-colorings of a random
multigraph G˜(n,m) with uniformly random permutations on its edges. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
applied to X · 1{X>0} gives
Pr[X > 0] ≥ E[X]
2
E[X2]
.
Our goal is to show that E[X2]/E[X]2 = O(1), so that a permuted coloring exists with probability Ω(1),
for a certain value of d. Assuming Conjecture 1, i.e., that a threshold dk exists, any such d is a lower
bound on dk.
Computing the second moment E[X2] requires us to sum, over all pairs of colorings σ, τ , the prob-
ability P (σ, τ ) that both σ and τ are proper. Since the edges of G˜ and their permutations are chosen
independently, we have
P (σ, τ ) = p(σ, τ )m ,
where p(σ, τ ) is the probability that a random edge (u, v), with a random permutation π, is satisfied by
both colorings. That is,
p(σ, τ ) = Pr
u,v,pi
[σ(u) 6= π(σ(v)) and τ (u) 6= π(τ (v))] .
For random constraint satisfaction problems where each variable takes one of two values, such as k-SAT
or hypergraph 2-coloring [3, 4, 7], p(σ, τ ) is a function p(ζ) just of the overlap between σ and τ , i.e., the
fraction ζ of variables on which they agree. The second moment can then be bounded by maximizing a
function of ζ, which is typically a simple calculus problem.
For pairs of k-colorings, however, p(σ, τ ) depends on a k-by-k matrix of overlaps, where ζi,j is the
fraction of vertices v such that σ(v) = i and τ (v) = j. Computing the second moment then requires us to
bound a function of roughly k2 variables, a difficult high-dimensional maximization problem. Achlioptas
and Naor [6] used convexity arguments to bound this function on the Birkhoff polytope, showing that
dk ≥ 2(k − 1) ln(k − 1) ≈ 2k ln k − 2 ln k .
This leaves an additive gap of about ln k between the upper and lower bounds. Note, however, that
this bound is tight enough to determine, almost surely, the chromatic number χ(G) as a function of the
average degree to one of two possible integers, namely k or k+1 where k is the smallest integer such that
2k ln k > d. Achlioptas and Moore extended these arguments to random regular graphs [5], determining
χ(G) as a function of d to k, k + 1, or k + 2.
For permuted colorings, the second moment calculation is much easier. The random permutations
create additional local symmetries, making p(σ, τ ) a function only of the fraction ζ on which the two
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colorings agree. Thus we just have to maximize a function of a single variable. As a consequence, we can
prove a lower bound on dk that matches the upper bound (2) within an additive constant.
Theorem 3. For any ε > 0, for sufficiently large k we have
dk > 2k ln k − ln k − 2− ε . (3)
Proof. To compute the second moment, we sum over all kn
(
n
k
)
(k− 1)n−z pairs of colorings that agree at
z of the n vertices. We say that such a pair has overlap ζ = z/n. Then
E[X2] = kn
n∑
z=0
(
n
z
)
(k − 1)n−z p(z/n)m , (4)
where p(ζ) is the probability that a random edge, with a random permutation, is satisfied by both
colorings. Inclusion-exclusion gives
p(ζ) = ζ2
(
1− 1
k
)
+ 2ζ(1− ζ)
(
1− 2
k
)
+ (1− ζ)2
(
1− 2
k
+
1
k(k − 1)
)
.
Note that
p(1/k) =
(
1− 1
k
)2
,
corresponding to the fact that two independently random colorings typically have overlap ζ = 1/k+ o(1).
We proceed as in [3]. Approximating the sum (4) with an integral and using (1) gives
E[X2]
E[X]2
∼ 1√
n
n∑
z=0
eφ(z/n)n ∼ √n
∫ 1
0
dζ eφ(ζ)n , (5)
where ∼ hides multiplicative constants, where
φ(ζ) = h(ζ) + (1− ζ) ln(k − 1)− ln k + d
2
ln
p(ζ)
(1− 1/k)2 ,
and where h(ζ) = −ζ ln ζ − (1− ζ) ln(1− ζ) is the entropy function. Applying Laplace’s method to the
integral (5) then gives
E[X2]
E[X]2
∼ e
φ(ζmax)n√
|φ′′(ζmax)|
,
where ζmax = argmaxζ∈[0,1]φ(ζ) is the global maximum of φ(ζ), assuming that it is unique and that
φ′′(ζmax) < 0.
We have φ(1/k) = 0, so if ζmax = 1/k and φ
′′(1/k) < 0 then E[X2]/E[X]2 = O(1) and Pr[X > 0] =
Ω(1). The proof is then completed by the following lemma:
Lemma 4. For any constant ε > 0, if d = 2k ln k − ln k − 2− ε and k is sufficiently large, φ′′(1/k) < 0
and φ(ζ) < 0 for all ζ 6= 1/k.
We defer the proof of this lemma to Section 5.
3 An improved first moment upper bound
In this section we apply the first moment method to a weighted random variable, and improve the upper
bound (2) on dk by a constant. Specifically, we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 5. For any ε > 0, for sufficiently large k we have
dk < 2k ln k − ln k − 1 + ε . (6)
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We define our random variable as follows. Every coloring (proper or not) of n vertices with k colors
is an element of [k]n where [k] = {1, 2, . . . , k}. Thus the set of colorings is an n-cube of side k, with
a dimension for each vertex. The set of proper colorings is some subset of this cube, S ⊂ [k]n. The
classic first moment argument we reviewed above computes the expected number of proper (permuted)
colorings, X = |S|. Here we define a new random variable, where each proper coloring is given a weight
that depends on the “degree of freedom” at each vertex, i.e., the number of colors that vertex could take
if the colors of all other vertices stayed fixed.
For any proper coloring σ, for each vertex v, let c(σ, v) denote the number of colors available for v if
its neighbors are colored according to σ. That is,
c(σ, v) = k − |{πu,v(σ(u)) | (u, v) ∈ E}| .
Note that if there are multiple edges between u and v, they can each forbid v from taking a color. If v
has a self-loop, we think of it as denying a color to itself, in each direction:
c(σ, v) = k − ∣∣{πu,v(σ(u)) | (u, v) ∈ E, u 6= v} ∪ {πv,v(σ(v)), π−1v,v(σ(v))∣∣ . (7)
If σ is a proper coloring, we have c(σ, v) ≥ 1 for all v, since v’s current color σ(v) is available. Let
w(σ) =
{∏
v (1/c(σ, v)) if σ is proper
0 otherwise ,
and let
Z =
∑
σ∈[k]n
w(σ) .
Why this random variable? The expected number of colorings E[X] can be exponentially large, even
above the threshold where Pr[X > 0] is exponentially small. But close to the threshold, solutions come in
clusters, where some vertices are free to flip back and forth between several available colors. In a cartoon
where each cluster is literally a subcube of [k]n, a cluster containing a coloring σ contributes
∏
v c(σ, v)
to X, but only 1 to Z. Thus, roughly speaking, Z counts the number of clusters rather than the number
of colorings. Since the sizes of the clusters vary, Z has smaller fluctuations than X does, and hence gives
a tighter upper bound on dk. We note that “cluster counting” random variables of other sorts have been
studied elsewhere, such as satisfying assignments with a typical fraction of free variables [9] and certain
kinds of partial assignments [15].
In this same cartoon where clusters are subcubes, Z also counts the number of locally maximal
colorings, i.e., those colorings where no vertex v can be flipped to a “higher” color q > σ(v), since such
colorings correspond to the highest corner of the cluster. Bounds on d3 were derived by counting locally
maximal 3-colorings in [2, 12, 11], culminating in d3 ≤ 4.937. The bounds we derive below are slightly
weaker for k = 3, yielding d3 ≤ 5.011, since we treat the degrees of the vertices as independent rather
than conditioning on the degree distribution. Nevertheless, computing E[Z] gives a considerably simpler
argument for general k.
Clearly Z > 0 if and only if S 6= ∅. However, in Section 4 we prove the following:
Lemma 6. If S 6= ∅ then Z ≥ 1.
Applying Markov’s inequality, we see that
Pr [G has a permuted k-coloring] = Pr [Z ≥ 1] ≤ E[Z] ,
and any d such that E[Z] < 1 is an upper bound on the threshold dk. Thus we will prove Theorem 5 by
computing E[Z].
Given the symmetry provided by the random edge permutations, the expected weight E[w(σ)] of any
given coloring is independent of σ. By linearity of expectation and the fact that any given σ is proper
with probability (1− 1/k)m, we then have
E[Z] = kn E[w(σ)] = kn(1− 1/k)m E[w(σ) |σ proper] .
Thus we are interested in the conditional expectation
E[w(σ) |σ proper] = E
[∏
v
1
c(σ, v)
∣∣∣∣∣ σ proper
]
.
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Lemma 7. Let σ be a permuted k-coloring. For any vertex v, the conditional distribution of the number
of available colors c(σ, v) is a function only of v’s degree. In particular it does not depend on σ.
Proof. For each neighbor u of v, there is a uniformly random permutation π = πu,v such that v is blocked
from having the color π(σ(u)). Since σ is proper, we know that π(σ(u)) 6= σ(v). Subject to this condition,
π is uniformly random among the permutations such that π(σ(u)) 6= σ(v), and thus π(σ(u)) is uniformly
random among the colors other than σ(v). In particular, it does not depend on σ(u).
We can think of the forbidden colors π(σ(u)) as balls, and the colors other than σ(v) as bins. We
toss deg v balls independently and uniformly into these k− 1 bins, one for each edge (u, v). Then c(v) is
the number of empty bins, plus one for σ(v).
Lemma 8. Let σ be a permuted k-coloring, (u, v) an edge, and π = πu,v the associated random
permutation. Then π(σ(u)) and π−1(σ(v)) are independent, and are uniform over [k]−σ(v) and [k]−σ(u)
respectively.
Proof. Since σ is proper, the conditional distribution of π is uniform among all permutations such that
π(σ(u)) 6= σ(v) and π−1(σ(v)) 6= σ(u). For any pair of colors q, q′ with q 6= σ(v) and q′ 6= σ(u), there
are exactly (k− 2)! permutations π such that π(σ(u)) = q and π−1(σ(v)) = q′. Thus all such pairs (q, q′)
are equally likely, and the pair
(
π(σ(u)), π−1(σ(v))
)
is uniform in ([k]− σ(v))× ([k]− σ(u)).
Note that Lemmas 7 and 8 apply even to self-loops. That is, if π = πv,v is uniformly random, then
π(σ(v)) and π−1(σ(v)) are independent and uniform in [k] − σ(v). Thus a self-loop corresponds to two
balls, each of which can forbid a color. Since a self-loop increases v’s degree by 2, it has the same effect
as two edges incident to v would have. Indeed, this is why we defined c(σ, v) as in (7).
Now let {deg v | v ∈ V } denote the degree sequence of G. By Lemmas 7 and 8, the numbers of
available colors at the vertices c(σ, v) are conditionally independent if their degrees are fixed. Thus
E[w(σ) |σ proper, {deg v}] = E
[∏
v
1
c(σ, v)
∣∣∣∣∣ σ proper, {deg v}
]
=
∏
v
E
[
1
c(σ, v)
∣∣∣∣σ proper,deg v
]
=
∏
v
k∑
c=1
Q(deg v, k, c)
c
,
where Q(deg v, k, c) denotes the probability that v has c available colors if it has deg v; that is, the
probability that if we toss deg v balls into k − 1 bins, then c− 1 bins will be empty. Thus
E[w(σ) |σ proper] = E
{deg v}
∏
v
k∑
c=1
Q(deg v, k, c)
c
,
where the expectation is taken over the distribution of degree sequences in G˜(n,m).
The degree of any particular vertex in G˜(n,m = dn/2) is asymptotically Poisson with mean d. The
degrees of different vertices are almost independent, as the next lemma shows.
Lemma 9. The joint probability distribution of the degree sequence of G˜(n,m = dn/2) is the same as
that of n independent Poisson random variables of mean d, conditioned on their sum being 2m.
Proof. We can generate G˜(n,m = dn/2) as follows. There are n bins, one for each vertex. We throw 2m
balls uniformly and independently into the bins, and pair up consecutive balls to define the edges of the
graph. The degree of each vertex is the number of balls in the corresponding bin. The joint distribution
of these occupancies is the product of n independent Poisson distributions with mean d, conditioned on
the total number of balls being 2m; see e.g. [18, Theorem 5.6].
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The sum of n independent Poisson variables of mean d equals its mean nd = 2m with probability
O(1/
√
m) = O(1/
√
n). Conditioning on an event that holds with probability P increases the expectation
by at most 1/P , so
E[w(σ) |σ proper] = E
{deg v}
∏
v
k∑
c=1
Q(deg v, k, c)
j
= O(
√
n)
(
E
deg v
k∑
c=1
Q(deg v, k, c)
c
)n
, (8)
where in the second line deg v is Poisson with mean d. Since our goal is to show that E[Z] is exponentially
small, the
√
n factor will be negligible.
Now consider a balls and bins process with k − 1 bins. If the total number of balls is Poisson with
mean d, then the number of balls in each bin is Poisson with mean d/(k− 1), and these are independent.
The probability that any given bin is empty, i.e., that any given color q 6= σ(v) is available, is
r = e−d/(k−1) .
The number of empty bins is binomially distributed as Bin(k − 1, r), so
Q(deg v, k, c) =
(
k − 1
c− 1
)
rc−1 (1− r)k−c ,
and
E
deg v
k∑
c=1
Q(deg v, k, c)
c
=
k∑
c=1
1
c
(
k − 1
c− 1
)
rc−1 (1− r)k−c
=
1
kr
k∑
j=1
(
k
c
)
rc (1− r)k−c
=
1
kr
(
1− (1− r)k
)
.
Putting everything together, we have
E[Z] = kn
(
1− 1
k
)m
E[w(σ) |σ proper]
= O(
√
n) kn
(
1− 1
k
)dn/2(
1
kr
(
1− (1− r)k
))n
= O(
√
n)
(
1− 1
k
)dn/2
edn/(k−1)
(
1− (1− e−d/(k−1))k
)n
.
Taking the logarithm and dividing by n, in which case we can ignore the polynomial term
√
n, yields the
following function of d:
f(d) := lim
n→∞
lnE[Z]
n
=
d
2
ln
(
1− 1
k
)
+
d
k − 1 + ln
(
1−
(
1− e−d/(k−1)
)k)
. (9)
If f(d) < 0 then E[Z] is exponentially small, so any such d is an upper bound on dk. We prove the
following lemma in Section 5:
Lemma 10. For any constant ε > 0, if d = 2k ln k− ln k−1+ ε and k is sufficiently large, then f(d) < 0.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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4 An isoperimetric inequality
In this section we prove Lemma 6. It has nothing to do with colorings; it is simply a kind of isoperimetric
inequality that applies to any subset of [k]n. If k = 2, it is the classic isoperimetric inequality on the
Boolean n-cube. That is, given S ⊆ {0, 1}n, for each σ ∈ S let ∂(σ) be the set of neighbors σ′ ∈ S that
differ from σ on a single bit. Then ∑
σ∈S
2−|∂(σ)| ≥ 1
if and only if S 6= ∅.
First, some notation. Let V = {1, . . . , n}, and think of each element of [k]n as a function σ : V → [k].
Let S ⊆ [k]n. For each σ ∈ S and 1 ≤ v ≤ n, let ∂S(σ, v) denote the set of elements of S that are
“neighbors of σ along the v axis,” i.e., that agree with σ everywhere other than at v. That is,
∂S(σ, v) =
{
σ′ ∈ S | ∀u 6= v : σ′(u) = σ(u)} .
Let cS(σ, v) denote the number of such neighbors,
cS(σ, v) = |∂S(σ, v)| ,
and define the weight function wS as follows:
wS(σ) =
{∏
v (1/cS(σ, v)) if σ ∈ S
0 if σ /∈ S .
Then define the weight of the entire set as
Z(S) =
∑
σ∈[k]n
wS(σ).
Lemma 11. If S 6= ∅ then Z(S) ≥ 1.
Proof. If S = [k]n, then wS(σ) = 1/k
n and Z(S) = 1. Thus our goal will to enlarge S until S = [k]n,
showing that Z(S) can only decrease at each step. For a given σ and v, let Cylv(σ) denote the set of
τ ∈ [k]n that we can obtain by letting σ(v) vary arbitrarily:
Cylv(σ) = {τ ∈ [k]n | τ (u) = σ(u) for all u 6= v} .
In particular, Cylv(σ) = Cylv(σ
′) if and only if σ′ ∈ ∂S(σ, v). Similarly, let Cylv(S) be the “thickening”
of S along the v axis,
Cylv(S) =
⋃
σ∈S
Cylv(σ) .
We claim that this thickening can only decrease Z. That is, for any S 6= ∅ and any v,
Z(S) ≥ Z(Cylv S) .
To see this, let T = Cylv(S). Each σ ∈ S contributes cv(σ, v) times to the union
⋃
σ∈S Cylv(σ), so
Z(T ) =
∑
σ∈S
1
cS(σ, v)
wT (Cylv(σ)) . (10)
Since each σ ∈ T has cT (σ, v) = k, each τ ∈ Cylv(σ) has cT (τ, u) ≥ cS(σ, u) for all u 6= v, and
|Cylv(σ)| = k, we have
wT (Cylv(σ)) ≤ k
cS(σ, v)
k
wS(σ) = cS(σ, v)wS(σ) .
Combining this with (10) gives
Z(T ) =
∑
σ∈S
1
cS(σ, v)
wT (Cylv(σ)) ≤
∑
σ∈S
wS(σ) = Z(S) .
To complete the proof, let T0 = S, and for each 1 ≤ v ≤ n let Tv = Cylv(Tv−1). Then Tn = [k]n, and
Z(S) = Z(T0) ≥ Z(T1) ≥ · · · ≥ Z(Tn) = 1 .
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Proof of Lemma 6. Let S be the set of permuted k-colorings. The number of available colors c(σ, v) we
defined in Section 3 is almost identical to cS(σ, v) as defined in Lemma 11. The only difference is that
in Section 3, if v has a self-loop then it forbids two of its own colors, namely πv,v(σ(v)) and π
−1
v,v(v).
Removing these self-loops can only increase c(σ, v) and thus decrease Z, so if S 6= ∅ then Z ≥ 1 by
Lemma 11.
5 A little calculus
Proof of Lemma 4. Recall that
φ(ζ) = h(ζ) + (1− ζ) ln(k − 1)− ln k + d
2
ln
p(ζ)
(1− 1/k)2 .
We upper bound φ(ζ) with a simpler function. We have
p(ζ)
(1− 1/k)2 − 1 =
(kζ − 1)2
(k − 1)3 ≤
1
k − 1 ,
and if −1 < x ≤ 1/(k − 1) the third-order Taylor series gives
ln(1 + x) ≤ x− x
2
2
+
x3
3
= x− x
2
2
(
1− 2x
3
)
≤ x− x
2
2
(
1− 2
3(k − 1)
)
:= ℓ(x) .
Therefore, we have φ(ζ) ≤ ψ(ζ) where
ψ(ζ) = h(ζ) + (1− ζ) ln(k − 1)− ln k + d
2
ℓ
(
(kζ − 1)2
(k − 1)3
)
.
This upper bound is tight at ζ = 1/k, where
ψ(1/k) = φ(1/k) = 0 .
We remark that using the first-order Taylor series ln(1+x) ≤ x, or equivalently ℓ(x) = x, yields a weaker
lower bound on dk, about ln k below the first moment upper bound.
Except for the entropy function, the dependence of ψ(ζ) on ζ is polynomial, making its derivatives
significantly simpler than those of φ. First we note that
ψ′′(1/k) =
k2
(k − 1)3
(
d− (k − 1)2) .
Thus if d < (k − 1)2, we have
φ′′(1/k) ≤ ψ′′(1/k) < 0 .
Next, if k ≥ 2 then the fourth derivative of ψ(ζ) is negative throughout the unit interval,
ψ′′′′(ζ) = −2
(
1
ζ3
+
1
(1− ζ)3 + dk
4 3k − 5
(k − 1)7
)
< 0 .
As a consequence, ψ(ζ) has at most two local maxima in the unit interval, one of which is at ζ = 1/k.
Our goal is to locate the other local maximum, which we denote ζ2, and to show that ψ(ζ2) < 0.
Assume that d is 2 + ε below the first moment upper bound for some constant ε,
d = 2k ln k − ln k − 2− ε ,
and set
ζ2 = 1− a
k
for a constant a. Then using Taylor series gives
ψ′(1− a/k) = ln a
k
− ln
(
1− a
k
)
− ln(k − 1) + dk(k − 1− a)
(k − 1)3 ℓ
′
(
(k − 1− a)2
(k − 1)3
)
= ln a− 2 ln k + d
(
1
k
+
1− a
k2
)
+O(1/k)
= ln a+ (1− 2a) ln k
k
+O(1/k) .
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For any constant a 6= 0, for sufficiently large k this is positive if a > 1 and negative if a < 1. Therefore,
ζ2 = 1− a/k where a tends to 1 as k →∞, roughly as a ≈ k1/k.
Finally, again setting d = 2k ln k − ln k − 2− ε, some more Taylor series give
ψ(1− a/k) = h(a/k) + a
k
ln(k − 1)− ln k + d
2
ℓ
(
(k − 1− a)2
(k − 1)3
)
=
1
k
(a− a ln a+ 2a ln k) +O(1/k2)− ln k + d
2
(
1
k
+
1− 4a
2k2
+O(1/k3)
)
=
1
k
(
a− a ln a− 1− ε
2
)
+O
(
ln k
k2
)
≤ − ε
2k
+O
(
ln k
k2
)
,
where we used a− a ln a ≤ 1 for all a > 0. Thus for any constants a > 0 and ε > 0, when k is sufficiently
large ψ(1− a/k) is negative, showing that ψ(ζ) < 0 in the vicinity of ζ2. This completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 10. Recall that
f(d) =
d
2
ln
(
1− 1
k
)
+
d
k − 1 + ln
(
1−
(
1− e−d/(k−1)
)k)
.
Setting
d = 2k ln k − ln k − 1 + ε ,
we have
e−d/(k−1) = k−2 k−1/(k−1) e(1−ε)/(k−1) = k−2 +O(k−3 log k) .
Taking the binomial series to second order gives
(
1− e−d/(k−1)
)k
= 1− ke−d/(k−1) +
(
k
2
)
e−2d/(k−1) +O(k3e−3d/(k−1))
= 1− ke−d/(k−1) + k(k − 1)
2
e−2d/(k−1) +O(k−3) .
Plugging this into the last term of f(d) and using the Taylor series for ln(1− x) gives
ln
(
1−
(
1− e−d/(k−1)
)k)
= ln
(
ke−d/(k−1) − k(k − 1)
2
e−2d/(k−1) +O(k−3)
)
= ln k − d
k − 1 + ln
(
1− (k − 1)
2
e−d/(k−1) +O(k−2)
)
= ln k − d
k − 1 −
(k − 1)
2
e−d/(k−1) +O(k−2)
= ln k − d
k − 1 −
1
2k
+O(k−2 log k) ,
and plugging this back in to f(d) gives
f(d) =
d
2
ln
(
1− 1
k
)
+ ln k − 1
2k
+O(k−2 log k) . (11)
The second order Taylor series for ln(1− x) gives
d
2
ln
(
1− 1
k
)
=
(
k ln k − ln k
2
− 1− ε
2
)(
− 1
k
− 1
2k2
+O(k−3)
)
= − ln k + 1− ε
2k
+O(k−2 log k) .
Finally, putting this in (11) gives
f(d) = − ε
2k
+O(k−2 log k) .
For any constant ε > 0, this is negative for sufficiently large k, completing the proof.
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